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1985 Alfa Romeo GTV6: Ensemble player 
 
On many evenings as Bernie Robier sits in the 

trombone section of a big band, his Alfa Romeo 

GTV6 waits for the gig’s end outside. The other 

musicians dig its wedgy 1970s style and realize that 

it has the verve of a great ensemble player. 

With its manual transaxle and 50/50 weight 

distribution, the Giugiaro-designed Alfetta GT had 

plenty of handling chops. But Alfa also knew that it 

would take more power. Once the gasoline crisis of 

the late 1970s subsided, Alfa called a new tune and 

put a V6 in its coupe. 

Debuting in the States in 1975, the Alfetta GT might 

not have had the subtle curves of the Giulia GTV 

that it replaced, but it was completely new from the chassis up. Its five-speed transaxle allowed for tighter 

packaging forward of the rear seats, and its favorable weight distribution was complemented by a double-

wishbone/torsion-bar front and de Dion rear suspension. U.S. market GTs came with a 2.0-liter four-

cylinder making 124 hp. Rev-happy though it was, the four never had much oomph; Alfetta drivers had to 

wait almost 12 seconds to reach 60 mph. 

But Alfa’s contemporary luxury sedan, the Alfa 6, possessed an excellent 2.5-liter, 60-degree SOHC V6. It fit 

right into the Alfetta. The only telltale changes to the Bertone body were a bulge in the hood to 

accommodate the top of the engine intake and minor side molding and trim alterations. 

While the look remained the same, the driving experience was transformed. The fuel-injected V6 made 154 

hp and 152 lb-ft of torque. Zero-to-60-mph times dropped about 3.5 seconds. Reviewing the GTV6 upon its 

1981 introduction, American magazines praised its handling, power and relative comfort. More than 

22,000 were produced worldwide through 1986, including limited-production U.S. Balocco and Maratona 

models (largely trim packages) and twin-turbo Callaway GTV6s. 

A drive near Robier’s Parkville, Md., home reinforced those decades-old impressions. Robier’s 1985 GTV6 

has some subtle interior improvements, including an aftermarket wood steering wheel and gearshift knob. 

Visibility is excellent, front passenger room is good for sub-six-footers, and the controls are easily 

accessible. 

At 150,000 miles, Robier replaced the original 2.5-liter with a 3.0-liter six from an Alfa 175 sedan, a 

common upgrade. With 188 hp and 184 lb-ft of torque on tap, the car digs harder out of the hole but revs a 

bit slower than stock. The brakes, four-wheel discs with inboard rears, slow the coupe satisfactorily. The car 

turns in with a slight delay, and there’s considerable body roll, but once it’s set, the Alfa is quite steady. 

Only the transmission detracts. Shift slowly (or double-clutch), or you’ll beat the synchros, annoying when 

the bit is in your teeth. Still, in the early ‘80s, there were few sports cars as complete as this.  

For more Car collector, click here. 
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More Collector News 

Replica models of two Volkswagen classics set for 
summer launch  

Collectible manufacturer GreenLight has 
designed the 1967 Volkswagen Beetle and 
1962 Volkswagen Microbus on a 1:18 
scale. (06/14/10) 
Ferrari 250 Testa Rossa set for Monterey auction  

A 1958 Ferrari 250 “Pontoon Fender” 
Testa Rossa will be featured in August at 
RM Auctions' 25th Sports & Classics of 
Monterey event. (06/14/10) 

Make Corvette day special--
head to Bowling Green  

We understand that the 
point of “Drive Your 
Corvette to Work Day” 
is to, well, drive your 

Corvette to work. (06/14/10) 
1941 Buick Eight Series 49 Estate Wagon: A wooden 
wonder  

The Buick Estate Wagon was made to 
answer a challenge by a Hollywood film 
director’s wife to Buick’s then-chief, Harlow 
Curtice. (06/11/10) 
Ken Lingenfelter adds an altruistic dimension to the 
family's tuning outfit  

While legendary Indiana engine developer, 
hot-rodder and tuner John Lingenfelter was 
toiling away in the 1970s coercing 
horsepower out of hidden... (06/11/10) 
 
 

1969 Mustang Boss 302 race car to be auctioned at 
Monterey  

There are only two 1969 Boss 302 Trans-
Am race cars left in existence, and one will 
be featured at Russo and Steele's 
Monterey auction, Aug. 12-14. (06/11/10) 
Part of LeMay collection headed for Washington 
museum  

(06/11/10) 
Marx Brothers’ Mercedes-
Benz featured in Pebble 
Beach auction  

Three big-name cars 
with big-name 
backgrounds will be 

featured at this year’s Gooding & 
Company’s Pebble Beach Auction. 
(06/10/10) 
Restorers eye iconic '60s Ford Bronco  

One of the forerunners of the SUV craze, 
the classic 1960s Ford Bronco, is getting a 
new life. (06/09/10) 
1935 Aston Martin MK II Tourer tops list at Pate 
collection sale  

A 1935 Aston Martin MK II Tourer 
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exceeded its estimated sale price by more 
than $30,000 at RM Auctions’ Pate 
Collection sale on June 5. (06/09/10) 
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